Evaluation of sustained responses to infiltration of local anesthetic in patients with chronic abdominal wall pain
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Abstract
Introduction: Chronic abdominal pain is frequently encountered at outpatient clinics where the traditional approach is to investigate visceral pathologies. Fifty percent of these patients are finally found to have abdominal wall pain which is generally secondary to entrapment of the anterior cutaneous nerve. This entity is identified by Carnett’s sign. The treatment of choice is to infiltrate the painful points with lidocaine following which there is significant improvement in 85% to 90% of these patients. The duration of post-infiltration improvement is unknown. The objective of this work is to determine sustained response in one and two-year follow-up examinations. Materials and Methods: This is a retrospective cohort study conducted in the gastroenterology unit of the Clínica Fundadores. We included adult patients over 18 years of age who had received local injection treatment with 2% lidocaine without epinephrine and who had answered a telephone survey to assess the intensity of pain on an analogous scale. Results: Of the 360 eligible patients identified, 324 patients (90%) were interviewed by telephone. The average age of those interviewed was 57 years, and 87% were women. The average pain level prior to infiltration was 8.7 points. Following infiltration, the average intensity was 2.38 points (p <0.05). In 71% of patients, average pain intensity at a two year follow-up examination was 1.65 points (p <0.05), an 81% improvement in intensity (p = 0.001). Fibromyalgia had a positive association with sustained improvement in pain (p = 0.008). Conclusions: Infiltration of the abdominal wall with a local anesthetic produces a sustained response for up to two years in patients with chronic abdominal wall pain.
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INTRODUCTION

Chronic abdominal pain is a frequent reason for outpatient consultation and occasionally for emergency consultation. (1, 2) It has very important implications for individual and for health care system costs. (3, 4) Doctors traditionally consider the origin of abdominal pain to be the viscera and intra-abdominal structures and subject patients to multiple examinations and interventions including endoscopy, colonoscopy, ultrasound, CT scans, laparoscopy and even surgery. (4) Excessive costs associated with these procedures can be avoided if the initial approach takes into account the possibility that the pain originates in the structures of the abdominal wall including entrapment of anterior cutaneous nerves. (4-6) Pain can also originate in thoracic structures and endocrine disorders, and there is even centrally mediated chronic abdominal pain, a functional pathology that is difficult to diagnose and treat. (7)

Various studies, including one carried out in Colombia, (1) have found that the final diagnosis of up to 50% of these patients is chronic abdominal wall pain (CAWP). The Colombian study found that infiltration of the abdominal wall with 2% lidocaine without epinephrine improved 91% of patients and reduced costs derived from unnecessary studies by 90% when doctors considered this diagnostic possibility. Various international studies have also demonstra-
The most common cause of CAWP is irritation of the last 7 intercostal nerve roots that innervate the abdominal wall at angles close to the lateral border of the rectus muscles and the skin. (9, 10) This anatomical arrangement predisposes the respective nerves to irritation, entrapment or ischemia when there is pressure on the abdominal wall increases due to extra-abdominal causes such as tight clothing, belts or obesity or to intra-abdominal causes such as distension. Also, it is likely that muscle contraction during exercise may contribute. (11-13)

CAWP is diagnosed by checking for Carnett’s sign. (9, 10) Studies have shown its diagnostic sensitivity to be 88% while its specificity is 97%. (14) A understanding of CAWP has advanced, treatment with infiltration of local anesthesia into the abdominal wall has become more common. It results in 80% improvement of pain with one session and 91% with two or more sessions. (11-13) A randomized, placebo-controlled clinical trial demonstrated the superiority of lidocaine infiltration over infiltration of a placebo. (15) The efficacy of lidocaine may be related to the release of endogenous opioids at sites close to the nerve. This decreases pain and may also break the cycle of pain production by interfering with persistent release of acetylcholine with which the surrounding muscles generate sustained contractions. (16-18) In refractory cases, local surgical treatment has resorted to removal of the cutaneous nerve involved. (19)

To date, the only research into CAWP in Colombia and Latin America have been carried out at the National University of Colombia, (1, 4) and only the immediate response to treatment with infiltration of anesthesia has been evaluated. Nevertheless, duration of the sustained response over time has not been evaluated, and there are very few studies of this issue in the world literature. For these reasons, we decided to carry out this study to determine how well improvement of pain is sustained for up to two years after the infiltration.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This is a retrospective cohort study. All adult patients with CAWP who received treatment with infiltration of painful points in the gastroenterology unit of the Fundadores Clinic in Bogotá D.C. between 2017 and 2018 were included. Although diagnosis of CAWP and treatment through infiltration of the abdominal wall have been routine in this service since 2008, and there are consistent records of all patients, those who were seen in the last 2 years were chosen to reduce the possibility that they did not remember the evolution of their pain (memory bias). The informed consent forms and authorizations for infiltration filled out by patients with CAWP were identified in the service’s database. All patients were informed of the nature of the study and subsequently authorized participation in this investigation. The patients were contacted by telephone by the main investigator (JM), and the objective of the investigation was explained. An analogous scale of pain from 0 to 10 was used to rate whether pain had improved. A score of zero (0) indicated an absence of pain while a score of ten (10) indicated pain of the greatest intensity. The number of sessions required for injections, other treatments used such as oral analgesics and non-steroid anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), and patient comorbidities were recorded.

The information collection form registered pain over time as follows: for patients seen in 2017, the evolution of pain discussed occurred 12 to 24 months after treatment while patients seen in 2018 were evaluated less than 12 months after treatment. The objective of the study (end point) was to determine the average intensity of pain. Improvement was stratified as less than 50%, from 50% to 80%, and over 80%. The data collected on the pain and patient characteristics were recorded on the data collection form designed for this study. The protocol and informed consent for this research were approved by the Ethics and Research Committee of the Clinica Fundadores and the Faculty of Medicine of the National University of Colombia.

Patients with active cancer, ascites, cirrhosis, decompensated heart failure (liver pain due to passive congestion), nephrotic syndrome and those treated with anticoagulants were excluded.

Statistical Analysis

Data were analyzed with Excel and SPSS. The chi square ($\chi^2$) test and Wilcoxon test were used for comparison of proportions, and $p <0.05$ was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS

We identified 360 eligible CAWP patients who had received treatment with 2% lidocaine infiltrations without epinephrine in 2017 and 2018. Finally, 324 patients (90%) were successfully interviewed by attended. Eighty-seven percent were female. The average age of the population was 57 years. Pain was assessed with a 0 to 10 point analog scale. Before infiltration, the mean pain of the patients included was 8.7 points. Following infiltration, 72% of the patients improved immediately. Their average pain was 2.38 ($p <0.05$). One and two years after treatment, 71% of the patients had an average pain of 1.65. This corresponds to a decrease in pain intensity of 81% ($p <0.05$) (Figure 1).
A minimum of two injections were required to achieve the highest degree of immediate pain response, but was not reflected in long-term responses which did not depend on the number of injection sessions (p = 0.67). There was no significant difference in responses to infiltration between men and women (p = 0.9). Immediate pain relief was more common in patients who were older than 60 years than those who were 60 years old and younger (p < 0.05). This relationship was not reflected in long-term improvement. Comorbidities found are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Prevalence of concomitant pathologies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concomitant Pathologies</th>
<th>Prevalence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>8 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>14 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>18 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibromyalgia</td>
<td>20 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>26 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional dyspepsia</td>
<td>40 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBS</td>
<td>64 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IBS: irritable bowel syndrome

Fibromyalgia, which affected 20% of the patients, was the only comorbidity that was associated with immediate and sustained improvement in pain up to two years after infiltration (p < 0.05) (Figure 2).

Diabetes was significantly associated with better immediate responses to lidocaine infiltration (p = 0.01) but had no statistical impact on sustained responses up to 2 years. Other comorbidities were not related to positive responses to infiltration, but functional dyspepsia was related to lower immediate responses to infiltration (p < 0.029) although it had no impact on long-term improvement.

We found that 12% of patients used oral NSAIDs to control abdominal pain, and 23% used other analgesics such as acetaminophen, hyoscine or dipyrone. There were no significant relationships with the degree of immediate or long-term pain improvement (Figure 3).

DISCUSSION

This two-year follow-up study found that 71% of patients maintained sustained pain improvement of more than 80% of the initial intensity recorded before infiltration site(s) of pain. The initial pain score on the analogue scale was 8.7 while it was 1.65 in follow-up interviews up to two years later after only one injection session. Similar results have been published in other studies. (18-22) A study of 140 patients followed for three months by Kuan et al. found that pain intensity decreased by 72% with respect to the initial pain. (20) Another study with a 1.5 year follow-up of 140 patients by Boelens et al. found that the success rate at the end of the observation period was 80%. (21) In that
study, anterior cutaneous neurectomies were performed on several refractory patients. Nazareno et al. followed up 99 patients for 25 months following infiltration and found that pain improved by 77% over the initial score. (22) The literature reports that neurectomies have an immediate success rate of 70% and 61% long term (2.5 years) success rate. (19) Our present study of lidocaine infiltration and other similar studies have documented long-term success rates ranging from 71% to 80%. Therefore, we assume that infiltration with anesthesia is preferable to anterior cutaneous neurectomies.

In our study it is striking that 90% of the patients improved immediately after injections, and that relief persisted over time in 72% of them. This is comparable to results in other publications. (1) Differences between initial improvements and those observed months later can be explained by for-
getfulness bias and/or the fact that some people are not able to distinguish recurrent pain from functional dyspepsia and pain secondary to IBS (40% and 64% of patients, respectively). These frequencies were higher than those in the study by Constanza et al. who reported pain from functional dyspepsia in 8.3% and pain secondary to IBS in 21.8% of their patients. (5) This difference can be explained by the fact that a large part of the patients seen in primary care at our large gastroenterology clinic are referred for a diagnosis of dyspepsia and IBS. Another possibility is that pain referred to at the time of the survey is secondary to a new episode of entrapment of other anterior cutaneous nerves.

Our study found that 20% of the patients had a diagnosis of fibromyalgia established by rheumatology which is higher than those previously reported in the literature in studies of patients with abdominal wall pain. (23) The positive associations between fibromyalgia, immediate improvement, and sustained improvement raise the possibility that apparent points of CAWP in some patients are in fact due to fibromyalgia. (24) However, studies of patients with fibromyalgia are needed to determine whether CAWP is more frequent among these patients than in a control group without fibromyalgia. Other comorbidities such as arterial hypertension, anxiety, depression and IBS did not significantly influence the response to wall infiltration.

CONCLUSIONS

Our review of the world literature found that our study has the largest number of patients included and also has the longest follow-up times. We found that 72% of our patients had an 80% improvement in pain intensity in the long term. Likewise, this study demonstrated that a relatively simple and inexpensive intervention (2% lidocaine infiltration without epinephrine) impacts the well-being of patients and lowers the health care costs by avoiding unnecessary expenses due to irrelevant diagnostic tests and the chain of futile and expensive treatments. (4)
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